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Unlike many young stars, 
she does not come from 
a particularly wealthy or 
connected family. But 

Scarlett Johansson was dealt the 
right hand to fulfill her destiny. She was 
born in New York City, where artistic 
opportunities abound. She was exposed 
to cinema at a young age. She even 
had that rare presence that no casting 
director can ignore.

But it is another factor—her wandering, 
fiery spirit—that has made her one 
of the most enigmatic actors working 
today. In the upcoming film Her, Scarlett 
plays a sentient computer program who 
falls in love with a man. As the buzz 
surrounding her performance grows, 
there seems no limit to how adventurous 
and creative this Sagittarius can be.

Scarlett Johannson was born on the 
22nd of November, 1984. This gives her 
the Western sign of Sagittarius and the 
Chinese sign of Rat. If you were to make 
a list of the best places for a Sag to grow 
up, New York would be near the top. 
It brings a constant sense of energy 
and fire. People are famously blunt, 
ambitions run high, and the stunning 
diversity lets you travel the world in a 
few square miles. Indeed, describing 
New York is a lot like describing 
Sagittarius itself! Symbolised by the 
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archer with his arrows flying through 
the air, this fire sign is always in search 
of the next big challenge.

It comes as no surprise, then, that 
Scarlett hit the ground running in the 
Big Apple. It’s said that when she was 
only three years old, she said to her 
mother, “I have a fire in my brain to 
act.” This was a clear indication of her 
Sagittarius nature: driven, creative and 
fiery. The usual starting blocks—dance 
classes and TV adverts—led to her first 
off-Broadway role at the age of 7. Movie 
roles began to arrive shortly after that, 
and by the age of 11, her performance 
in the 1996 film Manny & Lo had earned 
her a nomination for an Independent 
Spirit Award. Still, when it came to the 
mainstream success her spirit craved, 
Scarlett had a long road ahead of her.

How did Scarlett’s Chinese sign influence 
her as she worked her way up the ultra-
competitive ladder of child stardom? 
A tireless scavenger and expert 
networker, Rat is considered among 
the luckiest signs of the Chinese zodiac. 
It brings a work ethic and determination 
that is difficult to match, and blesses 
its natives a shrewd business sense. 
Scarlett would have used everything 
at her disposal to get the competitive 
edge, letting no contact or opportunity 
pass her by. Sagittarius, likewise, is 

determined to reach any goal it has 
set. This combination of psychic forces 
may explain how Scarlett, at the tender 
age of 13, found herself opposite Robert 
Redford in the highly-acclaimed film The 
Horse Whisperer. Yet even this—a good 
performance in a standout film— was 
not enough to propel her to stardom.

At this stage in her career, the negative 
side of Sagittarius began to show. As 
one of the four mutable signs that 
marks a change of season (along with 
Gemini, Virgo and Pisces), Sag is prone 
to indecision and aimless wandering. 
Scarlett continued to work on-screen 
during her high school years, and landed 
some decent roles, but there were 
also some bombs (e.g. Eight-Legged 
Freaks), and viewing audiences did 
not especially take notice of her. Then, 
after graduating high school in 2002, 
she applyed to study film at Purchase 
University in New York, and was denied 
acceptance to the program.

Having it to do over again, the 
admissions committee probably 
would have let her in. The following 
year, Sophia Coppola’s Lost in Translation 
finally etched Scarlett Johannson into 
the public imagination. The film itself 
was imbued with Sagittarian spirit—a 
momentary, fleeting spark between 
two characters marks the transition 

from one phase of life to another. In 
fact, Scarlett’s own spiritual energy is 
arguably what made the film resonate 
so strongly with audiences. 

The film was also a reflection her 
off-screen love life, which has been 
characterised by stops and starts with 
some of Hollywood’s sexiest men (Jared 
Leto, Josh Hartnett, Justin Timberlake to 
name a few). Sagittarius loves a burst of 
new romance—but is often looking to 
move on before things get complicated. 
Commitment is one of the few things 
this sign tends to fear. When Scarlett 
divorced actor Ryan Reynolds after 
only two years, it seemed as though 
she might be a romantic gypsy for life, 
preferring the free-spirited approach 
in matters of love. But September 2013 
found her wearing another engagement 
ring—this time not from a movie 
star, but from a New York advertising 
executive.

Only time will tell whether this wild 
horse can be broken. But with two 
science fiction films releasing this 
year (the aforementioned Her, and the 
highly-anticipated thriller Under the 
Skin), Scarlett’s creative force is only 
getting freer and stronger as she moves 
into a more mature phase of her career. 
Surely the Rat and archer have many 
more surprises in store.
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Horoscopes November 2013
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If your current flame 
is starting to sputter, 
it may be time for a 
new candle—as in 

new inspiration! It’s no secret that a 
good challenge does wonders for 
a stalled love affair. Find something 
that excites you both, something 
completely unexpected, and share in 
it together. Your flame will be burning 
bright in no time. Meanwhile, ask 
yourself: What is ordinary? Amazing 
psychic experiences are happening 
all around you, all the time. It’s only a 
matter of seeing the intricate ways in 
which you are connected to others. 
A new romance calls for emotional 
openness. The more honest you are 
about what you want, the more likely 
you are to get it.

Wearing your heart on 
your sleeve makes you 
all the more fashionable, 
dear Libra. Connect your 

wardrobe to your emotions and see 
what you’ve been missing! A big 
change on the domestic front falls into 
the “not easy, but for the best” category. 
You are the bright spot in someone 
else’s life, providing inspiration and 
psychic stability. Give of yourself and 
receive more of others. With regards 
to your fitness regime, beware the 
tendency to slack off during the second 
half of the month. At the end of the day, 
making excuses is not nearly as fun as 
exceeding expectations! A planned 
financial move is smart and logical, but 
best delayed until after the 11th. 

It’s often said that a 
relationship—whether 
it’s a romance or a close 
friendship—is hard 

work. But is that really an accurate 
description? Although far from 
perfect, the deepest connections are 
characterised by grace and flow. So ask 
yourself how you can argue less and 
laugh more—it won’t be as hard as 
you think. If your emotions have been 
topsy-turvy, connect to your body with 
a new yoga or pilates instructor. Physical 
and psychic health are not so far apart, 
after all. Are you in the dating game? 
Take a deep breath and be forward 
with someone who has been on your 
mind. The eye contact you’ve shared is 
grounds enough to approach them—if 
they don’t approach you first!.

Taking care of business 
is precisely what you’re 
in the mood for—and 
you’ve got the extra 

energy to do it. When someone 
says you’re being too serious, don’t 
take them too seriously. They’ll be 
whistling a different tune when they 
see how much you’ve accomplished! 
Words have a tendency to get away 
from you, so err on the side of verbal 
caution. Your psychic strength is better 
channeled into action, which do speak 
for themselves after all. Romance is 
another story. Eye contact is the first 
sign, but to move beyond it, one of you 
has to say something! It doesn’t have 
to be much. A simple ‘hello’ can open 
the door to something else. 

Logical thinking on one 
hand, intuitive dreaming 
on the other. Why do 
these two things seem 

to pull you in different directions? 
Think of it as a kind of spiritual bicycle. 
When you veer completely to one 
side, you lose your balance. When 
you give each side its due, you find 
yourself gliding effortlessly towards 
your goal. A potential suitor may not 
seem right at first glance, but don’t 
write them off in a hurry. A heartfelt 
gesture may cause you to see things 
in a different light. Meanwhile, a past 
flame resurfaces with little warning. Oh 
yes, the attention is nice, but basking in 
it too long will send the wrong signal. 
If you really have moved on, better let 
them know.

Momentum has been 
on your side lately, and a 
handful of much-needed 
changes have come your 

way. Now is the perfect time to pause 
and reflect on what those changes 
really mean. Taking a break might not 
be easy—especially when there is so 
much to do and explore—but quiet 
time has a balancing effect on your 
spirit. Meanwhile, a disagreement with 
a close friend needs a solution that 
doesn’t put either of you in the wrong. 
On the dating front, you’re likely to run 
into some sugar-coating—especially 
with online profiles. Take everything 
with a grain of salt. The thing about 
Mr. Right is that he doesn’t need to 
brag about it!

Aries  (Mar 21 - Apr 19)

Libra  (Sept 23 - Oct 22)

Taurus  (Apr 20 - May 20)

Scorpio  (Oct 23 - Nov 21)

Gemini  (May 21 - June 21)

Sagittarius  (Nov 22 - Dec 21)

Mercury and Neptune turn direct, bringing 
sudden clarity to both love and friendship.
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Set plans are more like 
casual suggestions this 
month. In other words, 
be prepared to take 

the scenic route! It’s not just about 
getting from A to B, but living fully in 
the space between those two points. 
The opportunity you’ve been waiting 
for is actually waiting for you along this 
winding, spontaneous road. Don’t put 
too much weight on the careless words 
of someone dear. Tune in to them on a 
psychic level and things will come into 
perfect focus. Your living space could 
do with some Feng Shui. How can 
your habitat better reflect the person 
you are now? Lean on a friend—or 
a professional—for harmonious 
advice. 

New acquaintances 
are in no short supply, 
but true friends are a 
different kettle of fish! 

Someone who has been there for 
you in the past is in dire need of your 
attention—even if it means saying ‘no 
thanks’ to something new and exciting. 
Coming through for this person now 
sends ripples of positive energy into 
the future. If getting in shape is at the 
top of your list, look out for high-calorie 
temptations—if given half a chance, 
they’ll bypass all logic and head straight 
for your stomach. Keep plenty of fruits 
and juices on hand to meet the need 
for something sweet. Focus on what 
feels good hours later. A new hairstyle 
or outfit reinforces positive change.

Early in the month, an 
overwhelming urge to 
speak your mind may 
land you in hot water. 

Best keep a tight lip until after the 
10th, when your blunt observations 
will be better received! Have you been 
missing romantic opportunities due 
to your own expectations? Love is an 
exploration of the unknown. Embrace 
surprises and you could find yourself 
embracing someone special. When it 
comes to business or financial dealings, 
now is not the time for hemming and 
hawing. Meticulous and decisive 
action is best. A friend goes back on 
her word, but may come through in the 
end. Showing your disappointment is 
healthy, but you’ll be glad you didn’t 
overreact. 

If you could go back ten 
years and do something 
you’ve always wanted to 
do, what would it be? The 

truth is that it’s never too late to start—
so don’t waste time thinking about 
what could have been. A timely piece 
of advice, which may come during 
dreams or waking hours, will illuminate 
the path ahead. Be nice to yourself if 
you’re in the hunt for new love. When 
you feel good about who you are, the 
right prospect comes directly to you 
and a flame is effortlessly sparked. 
That lingering financial problem can 
finally be solved, but the window of 
opportunity is brief. If at all possible, 
save your signature until after the 
11th.

Friends and lovers are 
prone to sharing closely 
guarded secrets with you 
this month, so get ready 

for a juicy story. Just don’t play fast and 
loose with privileged information! The 
integrity of a well-kept promise brings 
rewards in time. You may also find 
something of value in a public place, 
but the best way to cash in is to return 
it. Patience and long-sightedness are 
priceless. One thing you won’t have to 
wait for is a new romantic prospect—it 
practically falls in your lap, but is it real? 
You won’t know until you step into the 
present and embrace all possibilities. 
What you’ve been waiting for all this 
time could be right under your nose, 
where you least expected it.

When it comes to daily 
work, your focus is sharp. 
No item can survive your 
‘to do’ list for long. And 

when it comes to play, there’s no harm 
in a little extra enjoyment—or a lot, 
for that matter! Forget the nagging 
little voice that says you shouldn’t. If 
it makes you feel happy and healthy, 
don’t think twice—you’ve earned 
it. As for that new style you’ve been 
contemplating, there’s only one way 
to find out if it works. Success and 
failure are closely related; it’s all in the 
willingness to try. Your partner is trying 
to tell you something through his or 
her actions. Do a little detective work 
and your discovery may pleasantly 
surprise you.

Cancer  (June 22 - July 22)

Capricorn  (Dec 22 - Jan 19)

Leo  (July 23 - Aug 22)

Aquarius  (Jan 20 - Feb 18)

Virgo  (Aug 23 - Sep 22)

Pisces  (Feb 19 - Mar 20)
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Healing Broken

Fr i e n d s h i p s

A client rang me up recently and asked why 
she was having trouble finding the kind 
of relationship she wanted. When I tuned 
into her on a psychic level, I saw that the 

relationships she did have were not being nurtured. 
Specifically, there was palpable friction between her 
and an old friend. This negative energy was blocking 
her from opening up to a new relationship. 

When I suggested that unresolved issues with a friend 
were linked to her troubled love life, there was a long 
silence. She intuitively realised the connection. It was 
a moment of insight for us both! With so many lost 
or broken friendships hanging over our 
heads, how can we expect other areas of 
our lives to be miraculously different? 

The fact is, friendships are a basic part 
of the mind-body-spirit complex. When 
a friendship goes off track, negative 
energies can linger in our psychic 
field. While not as strong as the emotional bonds 
created through intimate partnerships, friendships 
are powerful in their own way. Taking stock of the 
broken friendships in our lives—and taking action to 
heal them—can be a profound and transformational 
process, with surprising results across the board.

Finding the shock waves

Some friendships have naturally short life-spans, and 
fade away without leaving any trace of animosity. 
Such friendships usually serve a specific purpose, 
whether material, spiritual or both. When that 
purpose has been served, each goes happily on 
her way. They might cross each others’ minds now 
and then, but when this happens it is positive and 
characterised by well-wishes.

Other friendships have deeper karmic connections 
which cannot be undone so easily. Even if such 
friends haven’t spoken in years, there remains a 

high level of energy between them. When they 
show up in each others’ thoughts, it is generally 
an intense experience, and not always positive. 
These are the ones to look for—friendships that 
send shock waves through our systems and cause 
us to react internally.

Spirit world, real world, or both

Only intuition can tell us the best way to go about 
healing a particular friendship. It might feel right 
to make a call, write a letter, or meet for coffee. 
There are also situations in which a former friend 
represents a dangerous or unhealthy regression. In 

these cases, renewed contact is better 
kept to a minimum or avoided altogether. 
Whatever the case, some measure of 
contact—even if it is only on the spiritual 
plane—is necessary in order for healing 
to take place. 

A two-way street

Gratitude, forgiveness, and seeing things from 
another point-of-view are all necessary elements 
of healing a friendship—whether you are doing it 
psychically, by email, or face-to-face. Your friend 
may be entirely at fault for what happened—in this 
case you can focus on forgiveness, and let go of all 
negativity surrounding her. More often than not, 
it’s a two-way street, and healing takes place only 
when you acknowledge your part. Once you’ve done 
that, you are free of the connection. You can forgive, 
forget, and grow in wisdom as you move on!

Not long after our first conversation, my client rang 
me up again to say that she had made amends with 
her fallen-out friend, and while they might never 
be as close as they were before, the animosity and 
negativity had vanished. I could also hear something 
else in her voice—she was ready to embrace the 
possibility of new love. 

By Barney Battles

Seeking crystal clarity?  Our talented psychics can help.



How to Date a Sagittarius

 {
Just as fire needs oxygen to burn, Sagittarius needs plenty of space 
to make a relationship work. Hurrying to put a label on it won’t do 
you any favours. Coming on too strong? There’s a surefire way 
to extinguish the spark! Indeed, this sign’s constant thirst for 
adventure can make a solid commitment hard to get. The best 
approach is to be playful. In fact, avoid putting too much 
emphasis on a steady relationship at first. Sag loves the thrill 
of the hunt, and is hypnotised by spontaneity. If you want 
to keep them coming back for more, be unpredictable and 
keep them guessing. The good news is that once you are 
committed, your chances of long-term happiness are 
increased by Sag’s creative approach to romance.

Sagittarians are quick to laugh, and willing to follow 
a conversation wherever it leads. In fact, one way 
to drive them crazy (and not in a good way!) is to 
stay on one topic—or in one place—for too long. 
Whether you’ve just started dating or have moved into 
relationship territory, your ability to flow from one thing 
to the next is paramount. If it helps, keep a mental list of 
new places to go and new things to talk about. A surprise 
trip overseas will score you more points than you care to 
count! Avoid displays of jealousy, or trying to command 
your lover’s attention all the time. Their mind will wander, 
but your playfulness and generosity of spirit will always turn 
those sparkling eyes back in your direction.

The long and short of it is, if you’re not willing to try new things 
between the sheets, you may as well forget it! Your lover’s 
innate sense of adventure is fully active behind closed doors—
but so is their sense of honesty. So whether you like something 
or not, be honest and say so. Sag wants you both to feel satisfied 
by sex, so take your time and thoroughly explore each other. You’ll 
be glad you did!

Sag may love the unexpected, but its approach 
to matters of the heart is surprisingly 
straightforward. Honesty is a treasure to be 
guarded and respected, so it’s best to say what 
you mean and mean what you say. Actually, 
Sag can be painfully blunt, to the point of 
causing embarrassment in public places. 
Lest you end up with a glass of water in the 
face, use tranquil words and body language 
to cool your lover down when things get 
heated. The truth is, that stark sense of 
honesty can be used to your advantage. 
If you’re wondering how they feel about 
something—marriage and children, 
perhaps—don’t beat around the bush. 
Ask them outright, take them at 
their word, and move on to the next 
subject. At the very least, they’ll be 
impressed with your willingness to 
tell it and hear it like it is. 

A positive, ambitious outlook is one of 
this sign’s gifts. Nothing turns a Sag off 

like the regular use of words like no and 
can’t—or worse yet, having no goals in life. 

Your Sag crush will always encourage you to 
aim high and believe in yourself—and they 

need the same treatment from you. Sure, a little 
caution can help ground them and put things 

in perspective, but if you’re all about playing it 
safe, you’ll find your lover growing distant—and 

eventually cutting you loose. The secret is not to act 
positive, but to be positive. Sagittarius will know the 

difference! To this over-achieving sign, a lover that does 
not help you toward your goals is no lover at all.

 { Breathing Room

{ Go with the Flow

{ In the Bedroom

 { Always the Optimist

{ The Best Policy

Call today 1-866-960-6498



Priscilla is from Durban South Africa, and now lives in the UK. She has always been psychic, and much 
of her work involves helping people come to terms with the loss of their loved ones. She is also a 
popular healer, and offers courses to help you develop your intuition and healing abilities.

Priscilla has been a great traveller all her life. She has spent many years travelling and living overseas, 
meeting new and interesting people. She feels blessed to have psychic gifts, as they enable her to 
help people with issues in their lives, and to contact deceased loved ones.

When a person dies suddenly or after a long illness, it is often difficult for their loved ones to move on, 
due to unanswered questions and things left unsaid. The Crossing Over sessions involve communication 
with loved ones or spirits that have passed on. During a  session, people have a chance to connect 
with friends or family members who have—and to have have their questions answered. Priscilla 
sometimes sees these spirits as light energy, and sometimes hears their voices. In either case, spirits 
will often reach out by describing intimate details only a loved one would know.

“Whenever I am able to help someone realise their truth, find their path, or get the answers they were 
looking for, that’s when I know it was a good psychic reading.”
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